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What steps are required to learn another language?
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1- Understanding how Holy Ghost communicates with us
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How does the Holy Ghost communicate with us?
A. D&C 8:2-3; 85:6=
______________________________
Supplement #1 Elder Dallin H. Oaks
Why is it important to understand how the HG communicates?
B. D&C 6:15; 11:13-14= _____________________________
In what ways does the spirit enlighten our minds?
Supplement #2 Prophet Joseph Smith
C. D&C 6:22-23=
______________________________
What did the Lord reveal to Oliver Cowdery about his desire?
D. D&C 9:7-8=
_____________________________
Supplement #3 Elder Dallin H. Oaks
E. D&C 98:12=
_____________________________
Supplement #4 Elder Richard G. Scott

2- Cautions about personal revelation
A.
B.
C.
D.

D&C
D&C
D&C
D&C

109:44= Be willing to submit our will to _______
88:68= Lord’s revelations comes in Lord’s own _________
28:2,6-7; 43:2-4= We receive revelations according to our ______
11:12-14; 50:23-24= We should discern revelation’s ___________
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3- When revelation is not received or recognized
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A. Be patient and continue to wait faithfully on the Lord
B. Increase efforts to be in tune spiritually
C. Increase efforts to study and pray
D. Set the matter aside for a while
E. Recognize that Lord may be leaving decision to us
F. Evaluate whether we have already received answer
Supplement #5
Elder Boyd K. Packer
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SUPPLEMENT #1

Elder Dallin H. Oaks

“Visions do happen. Voices are heard from beyond the veil. I know this. But
these experiences are exceptional… Most of the revelation that comes to
leaders and members of the church comes by the still small voice or by a
feeling rather than by a vision or a voice that speaks specific words we can
hear. I testify to the reality of that kind of revelation, which I have come to
know as a familiar, even daily, experience to guide me in the work of the
Lord.”
(Ensign, Mar 1997, 14)
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SUPPLEMENT #2
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Prophet Joseph Smith

The prophet Joseph Smith taught that revelation may come as “sudden
strokes of ideas” that flow into our minds as “pure intelligence.”

(Teachings of Prophet Joseph Smith, [1976], 151)
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SUPPLEMENT #3

Elder Dallin H. Oaks

“What does a ‘burning in the bosom’ mean? Does it need to be a feeling of
caloric heat, like the burning produced by combustion? If that is the
meaning, I have never had a burning in the bosom. Surely the word ‘burning’
in this scripture signifies a feeling of comfort and serenity.”
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SUPPLEMENT #4

Prophet Joseph Smith

The prophet Joseph Smith taught that revelation may come as “sudden
strokes of ideas” that flow into our minds as “pure intelligence.”

SUPPLEMENT #4

Elder Richard G. Scott

“When we seek inspiration to help make decisions, the Lord gives gentle
promptings. These require us to think, to exercise faith, to work, to struggle
at times, and to act. Seldom does the whole answer to a complex problem
come all at once. More often, it comes a piece at a time, without the end in
sight.”
(Gen Conf, Nov 1989)
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SUPPLEMENT #5

Elder Boyd K. Packer

“Sometimes you may struggle with a problem and not get an answer.
What could be wrong? It may be that you are not doing anything
wrong. It may be that you have not done the right things long enough.
Remember, you cannot force spiritual things. Sometimes we are
confused simply because we won’t take no for an answer… Put
difficult questions in the back of your minds and go about your lives.
Ponder and pray quietly and persistently about them. The answer
may not come as a lightning bolt. It may come as a little inspiration
here and a little there… Some answers will come from reading the
scriptures, some from hearing speakers. And, occasionally, when it is
important, some will come by very direct and powerful inspiration.
The promptings will be clear and unmistakable.”
(General Conference October 1972)
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Learning another language…
1- learn to speak
2- learn to understand
3- learn about speaker
4- practice practice, practice
5- hard to do unless need

LESSON 6 by Dennis N. Roberts
“I Will Tell You by the Holy Ghost”
(Objective: to help members recognize personal revelation)

Welcome / Intro / Historical Background

Who is the Holy Ghost?
What is His job?

What steps are required to learn another language?

1- Understanding how Holy Ghost communicates with us
How does the Holy Ghost communicate with us?
A. D&C 8:2-3; 85:6=
______________________________ ......................He uses a still, small voice to communicate to our minds and hearts
Supplement #1 Elder Dallin H. Oaks............................................. How do most revelations come?
Why is it important to understand how the HG communicates?......... What are dangers of expecting more divine manifestations?
B. D&C 6:15; 11:13-14= _____________________________ ......................He enlightens our minds, fills soul with joy
In what ways does the spirit enlighten our minds? ............................ New ideas, insights, flashes of inspiration, strong feelings, impressions
Supplement #2 Prophet Joseph Smith.......................................... Can Satan imitate?
>Before meeting JS, OC stayed with JS’s parents
C. D&C 6:22-23=
______________________________ ......................He brings peace to our minds
>received assurance of JS’s divine calling
>Traveled to Harmony and served as scribe
What did the Lord reveal to Oliver Cowdery about his desire? .......... How can we be more trusting?
D. D&C 9:7-8=
_____________________________ ......................He can cause a “burning” within us >Soon after, OC desired “further witness”
Supplement #3 Elder Dallin H. Oaks............................................. How would you describe this to an investigator? Shanna=Look outward vs inward
E. D&C 98:12=
_____________________________ ......................He reveals “line upon line, precept upon precept”, not all at once
Supplement #4 Elder Richard G. Scott ......................................... We receive more revelation as we are prepared to receive it.

2- Cautions about personal revelation
A.
B.
C.
D.

D&C
D&C
D&C
D&C

109:44= Be willing to submit our will to __________......................Why important? How do we recognize a “no”? How should we respond?
88:68= Lord’s revelations comes in Lord’s own _________...............What happens if we try to force a revelation? We want instant gratification!
28:2,6-7; 43:2-4= We receive revelations according to our ________ ..(2 other quotes) Why essential in church government & our personal relations?
11:12-14; 50:23-24= We should discern revelation’s ___________ ..... Is source form our own desires or from Satan’s influence?

3- When revelation is not received or recognized
A. Be patient and continue to wait faithfully on the Lord ...........................D&C Page 294 “even prophets have to wait”
B. Increase efforts to be in tune spiritually...............................................
The spirit will not make our decisions, but will help finalize them.
C. Increase efforts to study and pray .......................................................
D. Set the matter aside for a while ..........................................................
New bishop prayer and answer / memory returns when ask since then
E. Recognize that Lord may be leaving decision to us................................
F. Evaluate whether we have already received answer ................................
Supplement #5
Elder Boyd K. Packer

How does this apply to me?
We have a responsibility to become fluent in the language of the spirit!........ Its like learning a language…It takes time and persistence and desire.
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